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INTRODUCTION

*Medical Research Publications* is Volume II of a staff bibliography produced by the Medical Library Service for the Walter Reed Army Medical Center (WRAMC). This second bibliography is cumulative (containing all citations from volume I) and includes published monographs from January 1, 1986 to December 31, 1992. During those seven years WRAMC authors published 2,032 journal articles, journal letters, book chapters and complete books. The number of total publications by each calendar year is relatively uniform (Table 1) with a mean yearly average of slightly more than 290 written items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>PUBLICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total monographs listed in this bibliography were produced by individuals from sixteen WRAMC departments, directorates or services. These activities include Allergy and Immunology Service (33), Department of Clinical Investigation (121), U.S. Army Dental Activity (42), Headquarters (20), Department of Medicine (806), Neurology Service (69), Department of Nursing (51), Nutrition Care Directorate (2), Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology (59), Department of Pathology and Allied Services (30), Department of Pediatrics (162), Pharmacy Service (22), Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Service (23), Preventive Medicine Service (1), Department of Psychiatry (103), Psychology Service (9), Department of Radiology (111), Department of Social Work (2) and Department of Surgery (578).

The WRAMC bibliography consists of three parts. The first section contains a hospital-wide list of citations sorted by the primary author's last name. The second component is a total author index to the citations displayed in the first section. The third part of the bibliography arranges the citations by departments, directorates or services.

The bibliography includes citations of published work by all medical staff assigned to WRAMC from December 1, 1986 to January 31, 1992. The bibliography does not list publications from authors assigned exclusively to WRAIR, AFIP or any other tenant activities. All citation lists submitted to the Medical Library were authenticated by
reprints, on-line database printouts or original monographs. Citations listed in this bibliography include journal articles and letters, books and book chapters. Abstracts, presentations, "in press" or "submitted for review" listings submitted to the library were excluded. Medical files from MEDLARS and Dialog on-line systems were comprehensively searched to provide most of the items contained in the bibliography.

We are committed to make this ongoing bibliography as complete and comprehensive as possible. This requires the continued contributions of citations and reprints from WRAMC authors. While on-line bibliographic databases are impressive there are limitations to their capabilities. For example, book chapters usually are not cataloged and are not referenced by most database services. Additionally, we cannot retrieve or verify citations if the journal title is not indexed by an on-line database. For these, we are dependent on authors providing us with verifiable information about their published work.

Comments on this bibliography are welcome so that enhancements can be made for future volumes. Please direct your observations to Judith Hartman, Technical Services, Medical Library Service, WRAMC, Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, D.C. 20307-5001. Phone: 576-1238, Fax: 202/576-1803, INTERNET/DDN: mdlb@washngtn-amedd.army.mil.

This bibliography could not have been completed without the contribution of many individuals. We would especially like to thank Kevin Canning, Anne Dougherty and John Enterline for providing valued support and assistance.
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